

Host John A. says:        ******** BEGIN PHARAOH MISSION********
                                                     "The Only Good Ferengi"

XO Terrance says:
		 ::sitting in quarters aboard the Pharaoh, waiting for Counselor Zhann to show up::

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		:: in the managers office of exile cafe ::  Computer:  Computer... call up the bar 
receipts...

CO Von Krieg says:
		 ::walks into ready room::

CNS Zhaan says: 
		:: Leaves quarters to  go to XO's room ::

CEO Starks says:
		 ::in engineering::

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		:: watches as the computers pulls up the bar receipts on screen ::

CO Von Krieg says: 
		::pulls up duty rosters, mutters to self:: New TAC officer.....

CSO Fist says: 
		::on bridge, running sensor diagnostics::

CNS Zhaan says:
		 :: arrives at XO's room and sounds bell ::

CO Von Krieg says:
		 ::taps comm panel:: FCO: Mr. Davis to the Captain's ready room.

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		:: squints his eyes and looks at the data... taps the console to access the Cafe's 
accounts ::

TO Calma says:
		 ::on bridge at Secondary Tactical station awaiting new orders::

SO Ikari says:
		 ::on bridge, standing next to Fist, running sensor diagnostics::

Host John A. says:
		 ACTION: THE SHIPS REFITS AND REPAIRS ARE NEARLY COMPLETED.

FCO Davis says:
		 ::shudders while inside the TL::

Lt. Commander Braun says:
		 :: taps combadge :: Grom:  Grom...?  Where are you...?

CEO Starks says:
		 :: going over new schematics padd ::

CNS Zhaan says:
		 :: Taps doorbell to XO's room again ::

CTO Riker says:
		 :: wonders   what   the cap going to say to him now  ::

FCO Davis says: 
		::thinks; Be good, even if you have to pretend, be good::

SO Ikari says:
		 CSO: So, what do you think they're gonna do with Davis?

XO Terrance says:
		 ::looks up from the letter from home and says,::  Door: Okay, come in!

FCO Davis says:
		 ::walks off the TL, through the bridge, and stops at the Ready Room door, pressing 
the chime::

Lt. Commander Braun says:
		 Computer:  Computer... locate Grom.

CNS Zhaan says:
		 :: enters and stands at attention ::

Host John A. says:
		 <Station Computer> Grom is not on the station..

CO Von Krieg says:
		 FCO: Enter

CSO Fist says:
		SO: Dunno... ::shrugs::

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		:: frowns::

XO Terrance says:
		CNS: Counselor, I believe you should know why you are here?

CNS Zhaan says:
		XO : Reporting, sir

FCO Davis says: 
		::walks in, a fake serious look on his face, then stands at attention in front of the 
desk:: Sir.

CO Von Krieg says:
		 ::looks balefully at Davis as he enters::

OPS Fowler says: 
		::At her station running some diagnostics::

CNS Zhaan says:
		 XO : yes, sir, I believe I do

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		Computer:  Locate Commander Terrance...

CTO Riker says: 
		TO: get down to  the  armory and take inventory 

SO Ikari says: 
		CSO: I just can't believe he made it this far.

CO Von Krieg says: 
		FCO: Mr. Davis, undoubtedly you know that I am not long on ceremony.

TO Calma says: 
		CTO: Aye, sir. ::exits station and leaves to the armory::

Host John A. says: 
		<computer> Commander Terrance is aboard the Pharaoh

XO Terrance says: 
		CNS: Would you like to explain?

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		:: taps combadge :: *XO*  Andy...?  We have a bit of a problem...

FCO Davis says:
		 ::nods::

CSO Fist says:
		 ::nods:: SO: There is something very sinister about him.

CEO Starks says: 
		*COM* OPS: Commander Fowler, how are the new systems diagnostics turning out?

XO Terrance says: 
		*BRAUN*: Jake, is that you?  I'm in a meeting right now, can you come up?

CNS Zhaan says: 
		XO : Sir, Mr. Davis simply cursed at me, that is all, I did not feel it to be a threat at the 
time .

SO Ikari says: 
		CSO: Yeah, definitely more than a phase.

TO Calma says: 
		TL: Armory.

CO Von Krieg says: 
		FCO: I've read the various reports regarding your evaluation, and I have also 
reviewed your less than admirable conduct during our recent mission.

OPS Fowler says: 
		*CEO*: So far so good. I'm almost done and will let you know if I find any 
problems, Jimmy.

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		*XO*  I'll be there right away... the bar's accounts have been wiped clean... and 
Grom's nowhere to be found...

CEO Starks says: 
		*OPS*: acknowledged commander

FCO Davis says: 
		CO: I understand sir. But please recognize the fact that we are still alive now, if I 
wanted to destroy the ship, I easily could of.

TO Calma says: 
		::exits TL and moves to the Armory::

CSO Fist says: 
		::completes diagnostics::

TO Calma says: 
		::begins inventory::

XO Terrance says: 
		CNS: If someone on this ship has telepathic powers and it is not listed in their 
documents, and you then find out about it, I would like, no, I need to know.  It's Starfleet policy.

CSO Fist says: 
		SO: Well, looks like we're ship-shape in the Science department.

XO Terrance says: 
		*Braun*: Okay, Jake, come on up, we'll talk when you get here

SO Ikari says: 
		CSO: Just how we like it!  ::grins::

CEO Starks says: 
		*COM* CTO: Mr. Riker the new Tactical bridge station has been powered up run a 
systems check when you can

CNS Zhaan says:
		XO : I was not aware that it was not in the records, Sir. But that is no excuse.

CO Von Krieg says:
		 ::speaks flatly:: FCO: Mr. Davis, I am aware of your access to ship's systems.  
However, I believe that you enjoy your life too much to take us on a suicide ride.  However, I am not convinced that you see the error of your ways.

Lt. Commander Braun says:
		 *OPS*  Pharaoh... this is Commander Braun... requesting to beam aboard...  think 
you can do that for me, Nancy... ::grins ::

TO Calma says: 
		::is finished counting phaser rifles, moves on to particle rifles::

FCO Davis says:
		 ::stands without saying a word, holding onto the fact that he is not requires to 
respond::

OPS Fowler says: 
		::Has a big grin:: CMD_Braun: I think I can handle that Jakob. Now which button do I 
use?

SO Ikari says:
		 ::getting cramped standing at the station::  CSO: I don't know if I can get used to 
this... maybe I'll try to sneak a chair in here.

CO Von Krieg says: 
		FCO: I will not tolerate your risking of your life or others.

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		Computer:  Computer... access all records... has Grom had any activities since he 
was here last...?

CNS Zhaan says: 
		XO : Sir?

CSO Fist says: 
		SO: Take Science here. I'm gonna stretch my legs.

XO Terrance says: 
		CNS: I am trying to make sure that the CO has little to worry about and I can't do that if 
I don't have all of the information.  From now on, I would like you to keep me informed about everything

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		:: grins :: *OPS*  I'll put my faith and trust in you...

CTO Riker says: 
		*TO*:  there  should  be a container with my name on it    do not  touch it  

CSO Fist says: 
		::stands and steps aside::

TO Calma says:
		 *CTO*: Ahh... alright..

SO Ikari says: 
		CSO: Gladly.  ::gets comfortable in the chair::

CEO Starks says:
		 *COM CTO: Mr. Riker...do you read me?

CNS Zhaan says: 
		:: nods :: XO: That I will do, Sir. Thank you

Host John A. says: 
		<computer> Grom has accessed finance accounts on Ferenginar and the 
station

TO Calma says:
		 ::completes count of particle weapons, moves to weapon packs::

CTO Riker says:
		 *CEO*: not at the moment 

OPS Fowler says: 
		*CMD_Braun*: As long as you visit with me a bit. Ready?

XO Terrance says: 
		CNS: Aeryn, try not to do this again ::smiles a little:: You are also my link with the 
crew.  Return to your station

CEO Starks says: 
		*COM* CTO: The new Tactical bridge station has been powered up run a systems 
check when you can

OPS Fowler says:
		 ::Readies the transporter::

TO Calma says: 
		::sees Riker's container and avoids it like the plague, but counts it::

FCO Davis says: 
		CO: If I risk the lives of the crew, I risk the lives of myself sir, you said it yourself, I 
MUST love my life too much to commit a suicide run, so therefore I MUST want to keep the ship in one piece.

Johnny D. says: 
		@::in space limo en route to Ferenginar::

XO Terrance says: 
		*OPS*: Nancy, beam Commander Braun to my quarters please?

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		:: retrieves the last of the info :: *OPS* Ready...

CNS Zhaan says: 
		:: smiles back :: XO : Aye sir ! :: salutes and turns to go ::

OPS Fowler says: 
		*XO*: He's on his way, Andrew. ::Beams Braun to the XO's quarters::

XO Terrance says:
		 *OPS*: Thank you Nancy, efficient as ever...

CEO Starks says: 
		::walks on to main bridge::

CO Von Krieg says: 
		FCO: Mr. Davis, it is obvious to me that you need extra training so that you can 
complete your job in a manner of which to be proud.

TO Calma says: 
		::finishes with weapons packs, moves to explosives::

OPS Fowler says: 
		*XO*: Glad someone notices ::Grins::

CNS Zhaan says:
		 :: Leaves and goes back to her quarters, expecting the CO to call ::

CEO Starks says:
		 ::walks to the big chair and hands Commander Fowler a Padd:: OPS: Engineering 
ready for our shakedown cruise

CO Von Krieg says: 
		FCO: Personal leave is cancelled until further notice.

XO Terrance says:
		 *OPS*: Thanks again, Terrance out!

FCO Davis says: 
		CO: With all due respect sir, I am doing my job, enthusiasm cannot be forced.

CSO Fist says: 
		TL: Deck 2

Johnny D. says: 
		@::pours himself a glass of champagne::

XO Terrance says:
		 ::stands up and pulls down uniform, waiting for his guest::

OPS Fowler says: 
		::Takes padd and looks it over:: CEO: Thanks, Jimmy. I'll pass this on to the CO. 
Everything looks good.

Lt. Commander Braun says:
		 :: appears :: XO:  Andy, we have little time.., Grom has left the station aboard a 
transport Cham'min... perhaps we could track her down... if you don't think the Captain would object...?

CEO Starks says:
		 OPS: I'll be in Jeffrey’s tube 1 looking over the new EPS manifold

TO Calma says:
		 ::finishes explosives, begins checking over records a second time for missing 
items::

XO Terrance says: 
		Braun: Jake, to the point as ever, okay, hang on a sec...

FCO Davis says: 
		CO: ... forced enthusiasm only dampens it, this purpose of this extra training is 
obviously to make me more enthusiastic, almost... forcing it.

XO Terrance says: 
		::taps combadge::

SO Ikari says:
		 CEO: Lt Stark, just the man I wanted to see!

XO Terrance says:
		 *CO*: Captain Von Krieg, there's a visitor in my quarters with an urgent request, may 
we come up Sir?

CO Von Krieg says:
		 ::sniffs:: FCO: Mr. Davis, I am not interested in "enthusiasm." I am interested in 
efficiency and trustworthiness.  Both of which, I am not sure are in your possession.

CSO Fist says: 
		::exits TL and strolls down corridor to the lab::

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: Yes Mr. Ikari, you just caught me what's up?

OPS Fowler says:
		 ::Nods to the CEO::

Johnny D. says: 
		@::sips champagne and sighs::

CO Von Krieg says: 
		*XO* In a moment, Commander.

SO Ikari says:
		 CEO: What's the chance of fitting a chair for this station.  ::smiles::

XO Terrance says: 
		*CO*: Thank you Captain, we'll be waiting

Lt. Commander Braun says:
		 :: looks at the XO's pips and grins :: XO:  I see you have gotten on well without me to 
keep you straight...

FCO Davis says: 
		CO: I believe I am performing with suitable... perhaps minimum... but still suitable 
efficiency.

CEO Starks says:
		 :: turns and looks at the panel at the front of the bridge::

XO Terrance says: 
		Braun: Well Jake, we can go up to the RR, but we have to wait outside, he's busy

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO: It does get uncomfortable.

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: ALL SHIPS SYSTEMS SHOW GREEN

TO Calma says: 
		*CTO*: Sir, inventory is complete. Everything's here, and your container's in the 
same condition I found it - untouched.

XO Terrance says: 
		Braun: Straight, you keep me?  Oh come on

FCO Davis says: 
		CO: Besides, you don't have to trust me, an order is always an order.

CEO Starks says: 
		so: hmmm...... I'll look into it Mr. Ikari

CO Von Krieg says:
		 FCO: Starfleet Academy obviously failed to inculcate you in the stuff that makes an 
officer.  Duty....loyalty.:: pushes a padd forward::

Lt. Commander Braun says:
		 :: laughs good naturedly ::

TO Calma says:
		 ::leaves Armory for TL:

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO: Thanks!

CTO Riker says: 
		*TO*: good  come back to the bridge 

TO Calma says: 
		*CTO*: Aye, sir.

CSO Fist says: 
		::enters lab and sees a couple blue-shirts at work::

TO Calma says: 
		TL: Bridge.

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		XO:  Seriously... we need to get Grom as soon as we can...

XO Terrance says: 
		::walks out of quarters, heading for the captain’s ready room::

CO Von Krieg says: 
		FCO: You will complete extra duty shifts as required and attend to these studies.

OPS Fowler says:
		 ::Reads over the PADD that the CEO brought up and readies a report for the CO 
about the ships systems::

XO Terrance says: 
		Braun: Jake, I realize that, but if I order a change in the CO's course, without his 
permission, then it will be your fault that I'm spit shining the warp core for the rest of my career.  So how are you keeping anyway?

TO Calma says:
		 ::reaches bridge, exits TL and strides the secondary Tactical station:: CTO: Anything 
else?

CNS Zhaan says: 
		:: meditates ::

XO Terrance says: 
		::approaches Turbolift::

FCO Davis says: 
		CO: I understand the relevance of duty and loyalty, I wouldn't abandon this ship, and I 
understand my duty to the federation quite well. It is masked by how .... enthusiastic one is.

CO Von Krieg says: 
		FCO: Your grounding in ethics and military law is severely lacking.  Chief Bostich will 
oversee you reeducation.

CTO Riker says:
		 TO: no thats it for now

Lt. Commander Braun says:
		 :: walks with the XO ::

TO Calma says: 
		CTO: Aye sir. ::looks at console briefly and begins awaiting orders::

XO Terrance says: 
		TL: Captain's Ready Room

CEO Starks says:
		 ::in Jeffrey’s tube 1 looking over the EPS manifold.:: self: looks like Lt. Kimura and 
his core of engineers knew what they were doing

FCO Davis says:
		 ::grins slightly:: CO: I know how to do my job, if you expect this to change my attitude, 
you will fail. Besides, if I have to do extra duty ships plus reeducation, doesn't that mean less sleep? Which would lead to falling asleep on the bridge, sir?

Johnny D. says: 
		@<Limo Pilot> Johnny D. : ETA at Ferenginar is fifteen minutes.

Johnny D. says: 
		@::sits back:: Pilot: Excellent.

XO Terrance says: 
		*CO*: Sir, permission to make a course correction, I'll explain to you when you are 
finished with your meeting.  It is very urgent.

CSO Fist says:
		 ::puttering around the lab, inspecting various test tubes::

CO Von Krieg says: 
		::looks up at Davis:: FCO: Mr. Davis, I am not concerned about your sleep.

XO Terrance says: 
		Braun: I hope this works

CO Von Krieg says:
		 *XO* Understood.

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		:: looks pensive ::

XO Terrance says:
		 Braun: You see, I still have my Irish charm

XO Terrance says: 
		TL: Bridge

XO Terrance says: 
		::enters bridge and walks over to the Big Chair::

FCO Davis says: 
		CO: It will effect my duties then. But as you wish. ::pauses:: If you don't want me here, 
why not transfer me? Or simply relieve me of duties? Is there something you see in me?

XO Terrance says: 
		Ops: Nancy, I need a course correction immediately for Ferenginar

OPS Fowler says:
		 ::Looks up from PADD to see the XO and Braun::

OPS Fowler says: 
		XO: Did the CO 'ok' this?

XO Terrance says:
		 CEO: Jimmy, I need your engines working to one hundred and ten percent, we're 
going to be giving her all she's got and more.  Can you do it?

XO Terrance says:
		 OPS: Would I be asking you to do it if he didn't?  ::Terrance smiles::

Lt. Commander Braun says:
		 :: pauses for a moment to take in the sight of the Pharaoh bridge and the familiar 
faces of the OPS and CSO officer ::

CEO Starks says: 
		*COM* XO: You've got warp 9.985 at your command. just...say the word Commander 
::smiles::

CO Von Krieg says: 
		::smiles slightly:: FCO: Mr. Davis, Starfleet is stretched thinly.  You are the flight 
control officer of this ship should you take the responsibility.  Otherwise...

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		OPS, CSO:  Nancy... Daven... it is good to see you again...

OPS Fowler says: 
		::Grins back at Terrance:: XO: You don’t  want me to answer that

FCO Davis says: 
		::pushes a telepathic trust suggestion into the CO's head, never changing his 
expression or looking as if he is concentrating::

XO Terrance says: 
		OPS: I don't think I do, Warp 9.985 if you please Nancy

SO Ikari says:
		 ::turns around::   Braun: Umm, Lt Fist is in the labs right now, but good to see you 
too!

CO Von Krieg says: 
		FCO: Dismissed.

XO Terrance says: 
		*CEO*: Jimmy, you've earned a free drink at the cafe

OPS Fowler says: 
		::Sets course for Ferenginar:: XO: Should take us about 25 minutes

XO Terrance says:
		 OPS: Great Nancy

FCO Davis says:
		 CO: Should I report to my station, sir? ::pushes worry ::

TO Calma says: 
		XO: A cafe? I never saw that on my ship tour.. ::starts wondering how he could have 
missed it::

CEO Starks says:
		 ::walk on to bridge:: XO: I'll hold you to that sir. Are we leaving for the shakedown 
early sir?

XO Terrance says: 
		Braun: Jake, give the ship type and description to Daven and he'll try and get it on 
Sensors

OPS Fowler says: 
		::Gives Jakob a big grin:: Braun: I've missed your funny wit

SO Ikari says:
		 XO: Should I be looking out for anything sir?

CTO Riker says: 
		:: wonders if   his  request to   SF ENG and  SFC  was  granted ::

XO Terrance says: 
		CEO: You'll get it Jimmy

XO Terrance says: 
		SO: You and the CSO try and find me a ship which Mr Braun will tell you about

CO Von Krieg says: 
		::feels slightly uneasy::

CEO Starks says: 
		TO: You didn't miss it. It’s at the outpost we're stationed at. run by Mr. Braun and our 
XO here

SO Ikari says: 
		*CSO*: You're needed on the bridge sir.

TO Calma says: 
		CEO: Well I sure don't have much time to get there do I?

CSO Fist says: 
		*SO*: On my way. ::nods approvingly and exits the lab::

CSO Fist says:
		 T	L: Bridge.


CO Von Krieg says: 
		FCO: Did you have a further comment, Mr. Davis?

Lt. Commander Braun says:
		 SO:  Mr Ikari...?  Here is the latest report I downloaded before I left the station... it is 
the transport Cham'min... :: hands PADD with additional data ::

CEO Starks says: 
		TO: don't worry Malta, when we get back I'll show you the way

CSO Fist says: 
		::enters bridge::

CEO Starks says: 
		::sits at engineering station

XO Terrance says: 
		TO: Oh I almost forgot with all this excitement, welcome aboard and you have a first 
free drink at the Exile Cafe when you arrive, isn’t that right, Partner?  ::looks sidelong at Braun::

SO Ikari says: 
		::takes and studies PADD::

TO Calma says: 
		CEO: Oh good, thanks.. I need my mocha.

TO Calma says: 
		XO: Thank you, sir. ::beams::

Johnny D. says: 
		@<Limo Pilot> Johnny D.: Grom's ship is coming into range. Adjusting course to 
intercept.

FCO Davis says:
		 CO: Perhaps you didn't hear me, sir, I asked you if I should report to my station right 
now... but come to think of it... I'm guessing I should ::pushes strong worry ::

SO Ikari says: 
		Braun: A Ferengi ship?

CO Von Krieg says: 
		CO: Dismissed, Mr. Davis....

CSO Fist says:
		 ::sees the CMD:: Braun: Ah, Mr. Braun, glad to see a real pilot on board the Pharaoh 
again!

Johnny D. says: 
		@::sits up in his chair:: Pilot: Thank you.

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		SO:  Yes, bound for Ferenginar... but you never know with Ferengi...

SO Ikari says:
		 ::relinquishes seat to CSO::

FCO Davis says:
		 ::pauses at the desk, walking out onto the bridge::

CNS Zhaan says:
		 :: snaps out of meditative trance , feeling uneasy ::

Lt. Commander Braun says:
		CSO:  Daven!  In my anticipation to see you I called your science officer a wrong 
name...

CO Von Krieg says: 
		::looks troubled, taps in a command code::


XO Terrance says:
		 ::taps finger against the arm rest of the Big Chair::

CSO Fist says: 
		SO: Thank you.

TO Calma says:
		 ::sees an unfamiliar face exit the Ready Room:: ::whispers to riker: Who's that? ::

SO Ikari says:
		 ::hands CSO the PADD:: CSO: Be on the lookout for this one.

CSO Fist says: 
		CMD: What are we looking for?

XO Terrance says:
		 CSO:

CTO Riker says: 
		TO: thats  the  FCO  he’s  almost always in trouble 

XO Terrance says: 
		CSO: If you find that ship, you're getting a free drink too

Johnny D. says: 
		@<Pilot> Johnny D.: Transporter range in twenty seconds.

CNS Zhaan says: 
		:: Looks around, and sees all in order, takes a deep, cleansing breath ::

SO Ikari says:
		 ::enters info into sensors::

CTO Riker says: 
:: Laughs out loud ::

FCO Davis says:
		 ::turns back around for a second smiling, but at the same time, pushing slight fear 
into the CO's mind just before he can be detected::

XO Terrance says: 
		All: In fact, you all get a free one if we catch that ship

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		CSO:  A transport with our bar manager.. he appears to have run off with all of our 
credits... :: frowns::

TO Calma says: 
		CTO: Oh, great.. a troublemaker fly boy.. Sounds like Paris..

Johnny D. says: 
		@Pilot: Does the transport have shields raised?

CNS Zhaan says: 
		:: Taps Comm badge :: *CO* : are you well, Sir?

CSO Fist says:
		 ::inputs PADD data into the LRS array::

CTO Riker says: 
		TO: I feel sorry for him sometimes  he doesn’t mean to cause  trouble   but he gets 
yelled at some times 

Host Grom says:
		@::looks out view port in a frightened manner::

Johnny D. says: 
		@<Pilot> Johnny D.: Yes, sir.

TO Calma says: 
		CTO: I just hope I'm not in the room..

FCO Davis says: 
		::takes a seat at the FC station, noticing he almost blocks everyone's view when he 
sits there:: Self: What a bridge design

XO Terrance says: 
		Braun: Commander, would you like to sit at your old seat, instead of standing there 
like a lemon?

OPS Fowler says:
		 ::Returns flight control to the FCO's station::

CSO Fist says:
		 ::scanning for Ferengi ship signatures::

Johnny D. says: 
		@Pilot: Emit the tachyon burst.

Host Grom says: 
		ACTION: THE HELM CONSOLE ERUPTS WITH PLASMATIC ENERGY, THE 
"LIGHTNING" ENGULFS THE FCO.

XO Terrance says: 
		OPS: Report, what was that?

TO Calma says: 
		::eyes widen::

CEO Starks says:
		 *MED* medical emergency on the bridge!

XO Terrance says: 
		All: Red Alert, Captain to the Bridge!

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		:: looks in horror as the helm explodes all over the FCO ::

XO Terrance says: 
		*sickbay*: Medics to the bridge, quickly

TO Calma says: 
		::jumps to the FCO's aid, tricorder in hand::

CSO Fist says:
		 ::spins around:: All: What the ....?

SO Ikari says: 
		::stands dumbfounded::

CO Von Krieg says: 
		<Computer>: Computer, initiate a sniffer program to  monitor Ensign Davis' 
access to mission critical systems.   Compile log and send to CO and XO, encrypt, Authorization Von Krieg, alpha-sierra-sierra.

OPS Fowler says: 
		XO: Checking now

FCO Davis says: 
		::falls down onto the ground, blankly::

Johnny D. says: 
		@<Pilot> ::emits tachyon burst at Grom's ship::

CTO Riker says:
		 :: shields  go up and weapons  come on ::

XO Terrance says: 
		OPS: Reroute helm to TAC 2, Mr Braun, fly this ship!

CNS Zhaan says:
		 ::Hears Red alert, stands and runs to TL ::

CO Von Krieg says:
		 ::rises quickly and heads to bridge::

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		XO:  Andy... if you don't mind, I will reroute helm controls through Science II...

TO Calma says: 
		::starts scanning Davis' limp body::

Johnny D. says: 
		@<Pilot> Johnny D: They're Remodulating. Their shields are down.

OPS Fowler says:
		 XO: Aye ::Reroutes control::

XO Terrance says: 
		Braun: I don't mind, as long as you do it.

FCO Davis says: 
		::shakes a bit on the ground::

CNS Zhaan says: 
		:: Arrives on bridge and takes in the chaos ::

SO Ikari says: 
		::scans FCO station::

Johnny D. says: 
		@::clenches fist:: Pilot: Beam Grom to the bridge... now!

XO Terrance says: 
		TAC: Tactical, people, I want a target?

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		:: signs in at Science II and brings flight controls online ::

TO Calma says:
		 *Sickbay*: The FCO's got severe plasma burns, you've gotta get here now!

OPS Fowler says: 
		::Blinking her eyes, still seeing 'spots'.::

XO Terrance says:
		 CSO: Sensors, tell me what is going on out there.  TO:  Help Mr Davis

CTO Riker says: 
		XO: working on that sir 

Host Grom says: 
		@ :: feels a transporter beam grab him::

XO Terrance says: 
		CTO: Work faster

Host Grom says:
		@ ALL: SQEEELLLL!

FCO Davis says:
		 ::lies there, shaking every once and a while, still unconscious::

CNS Zhaan says:  
		:: Sees the FCO lying in a seizure and rushes over ::

XO Terrance says:
		 OPS: Nancy, are you okay?

Johnny D. says: 
		@::watches Grom materialize in front of him::

CO Von Krieg says: 
		<Computer>Computer, emergency transport Davis to sickbay.

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
	            :: ,quickly checks speed and heading, makes sure that pursuit course is still engaged ::

SO Ikari says: 
		::whips around::

TO Calma says: 
		::grabs one of many neural devices to stop the FCO's mild thrashing::

Johnny D. says: @
		Henchmen: Seize that sleazebag!

TO Calma says: 
		CNS: Aeryn, I've got it.

OPS Fowler says: 
		XO: Just seeing spots. I'll be fine, thanks.

XO Terrance says: 
		All: Talk to me people!

FCO Davis says: 
		::unconsciously is tempted to mentally leave his body::

CNS Zhaan says:
		:: Reaches down to touch the FCO and bring some relief to him ::

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		XO:  Still on course...

CEO Starks says: 
		XO: all ships systems still online

FCO Davis says: 
		::lies there blankly::

XO Terrance says: 
		Braun: Great Jake, hold her steady

CNS Zhaan says: 
		XO : We may be losing him, sir

Johnny D. says: 
		@<Henchmen> ::walk up to Grom and grab him from both sides, immobilizing him::

XO Terrance says: 
		*CEO*: Standby on emergency power

CSO Fist says: 
		::sends SRS flight sensor data to SCI II::

XO Terrance says: 
		CNS: Damn, go to sickbay with him Counselor

TO Calma says:
		 ::mutters:: He's going into synaptic shock..

Lt. Commander Braun says:
		 :: notes it on the nav map and makes adjustment to course accordingly ::

CNS Zhaan says: 
		XO : Aye sir !

CTO Riker says: 
		XO: I have    2 ships  

TO Calma says: 
		*Sickbay*: Three to beam from the bridge! Davis is having a seizure!

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		:: thinks "Two ships...?" ::

CNS Zhaan says: 
		::Scoops up FCO and runs to TL with him ::

XO Terrance says: 
		CTO: I need identities

  OPS Fowler says:
		 XO: Seems to have been some kind of plasmatic enrgy burst

XO Terrance says: 
		OPS: Can we screen against it with our shields?

TO Calma says: 
		::jumps up and follows the CNS::

SO Ikari says: 
		::turns around and notices CMD Braun::  CSO: I'll just... go to the labs sir?

Johnny D. says: 
		@::stands and walks slowly over to Grom:: Grom: Well, well, well... lookie what we 
have here.

CSO Fist says: 
		::identifying second ship::

CTO Riker says: 
		XO: 2 groan ships  sir

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: I could use you at damage control Mr. Ikari

Host Grom says: 
		@ ::cowers::

SO Ikari says:
		 CEO: In main engineering?

XO Terrance says: 
		CTO: Stuff it.  Put a tractor beam on both of them.

CNS Zhaan says:
		 :: gets in TL ::

CSO Fist says: 
		::hears the CEO and nods to the SO::

OPS Fowler says: 
		XO: I'll see what I can do. ::Works her board::

TO Calma says: 
		::keeps scanning FCO::

XO Terrance says: 
		*CEO*: I want full power on tractor beams Jimmy

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: no right here next to me

CTO Riker says: 
		XO: aye 

Johnny D. says: 
		@::grabs Grom's collar:: Grom: Where's my money, you Ferengi scum?

Host Grom says: 
		@Johnny: I will have your money.... just a little time...please!

CEO Starks says: 
		XO: Aye sir...ready !

CNS Zhaan says:
		 :: Gets out of TL, runs to SB ::

XO Terrance says: 
		CTO: Engage tractor beam

TO Calma says:
		 ::runs after the CNS::

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO: Will do!  ::sidles next to CEO's station::

Johnny D. says: 
		@Grom: No more excuses, sleazebag. Either I get my money... NOW... or else.

CNS Zhaan says: 
		:: Arrives in SB, throws FCO on biobed :: Computer : activate EMH

CTO Riker says: 
		XO: aye  locked on

TO Calma says: 
		::tries to keep FCO stable while the EMH materializes and goes through the 'please 
state..' routine::

Host Grom says: 
		@ It is.... on its way, please!

XO Terrance says: 
		Ops: Scan those ships for life, the one with the most, hail it now!


Lt. Commander Braun says: :
		: drops to impulse and comes behind the first ship ::

(TO) EMH says:
		CNS: Please state the nature of the medical emergency.

Johnny D. says: 
		@::nods to his henchmen::

CNS Zhaan says: 
		EMH : Plasma burns

CSO Fist says: 
		::scanning for life and routing to OPS::

Host Grom says: 
		ACTION: NO RESPONSE TO HAILS

XO Terrance says: 
		Braun: Jake, don't let them outflank us  ::knowing the CMDR won't::

Johnny D. says: 
		@<Henchmen> ::punch Grom in the stomach, hard::

OPS Fowler says: 
		XO: Aye ::Scans the ships::

CO Von Krieg says: 
		::watches the crew with a small amount of pride::

XO Terrance says:
		 OPS: Put me on ship-to-ship broadcast

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		:: arches eyebrows at XO ::  XO:  Outflank us...?  Really...

(TO) EMH says:
		CNS: Alright. ::grabs a medical tricorder and walks to FCO, and begins trying to heal 
the burns:: Have you tried to stabilize him?

CO Von Krieg says: 
		::notices Braun for the first time::

XO Terrance says: 
		Braun: Well, it has been a while since you flew this ship

Host Grom says: 
		ACTION: THE BIG THUG BEATS ON GROM

FCO Davis says: 
		::mentally leaves his body, using all his telepathic strength, not worrying about the 
consequences::

CNS Zhaan says:
		 EMH : not as of yet. Let me near his head

OPS Fowler says:
		 XO: Ship to ship. Ready.

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
CO:  Captain Von Krieg is it...?  It is good to see you again... :: turns eyes back to the helm ::

(TO) EMH says:
		CNS: Alright, I'll work on his hands; they seem most burned

Host Grom says: 
		ACTION: THE SPACE LIMO BEGINS MANEUVERING ERRATICALLY, 
TRYING TO SHAKE THE PHARAOH.

CNS Zhaan says: 
		:: places hands on FCO's head and uneasily begins mindmeld :::

CO Von Krieg says: 
		FCO: ::smiles:: First time I've felt safe in weeks....

Johnny D. says:
		 @Grom: Now, I ask you one more time, sleazebag... where's my money?!

XO Terrance says:
		 *COM*: This is Commander Andrew Terrance of the USS Pharaoh.  Heave to and 
prepare to be boarded.  If you don't... CTO: Fire two quantum’s across his bow now.

Johnny D. says: 
		@::frowns as the ship shakes:: Pilot: Fix that.

CO Von Krieg says: 
		XO: Commander, why are we in pursuit of a pleasure craft?

SO Ikari says: 
		::grins at CO's comments::

(TO) EMH says:
		::grabs a dermal regenerator and begins working on Davis' hands::

Host Grom says: 
		ACTION: AN ORION "SLAVER" CLASS FRIGATE DE-CLOAKS BEHIND THE 
PHARAOH, AND FIRES AT ITS AFT SHIELDS.

CTO Riker says: 
		XO: aye sir

CSO Fist says: 
		::trying to get a lock on the limo's occupants::

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		:: puzzled by the Captain's remark... wonders what they have been through during the 
last few weeks ::

CTO Riker says: 
		:: fires ::

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		:: engages in evasive maneuvers ::

FCO Davis says: 
		::stands, his temporary mental body (invisible) behind the biobed, looking at himself::

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: Ikari what's the aft shield status?

XO Terrance says: 
		CO: Oh, sorry Sir, I didn't realize you were here.  Erm, we assume it is carrying the 
bar manager Grom, who has stolen all our money.  We also think that the limo fired some sort of energy burst that put the FCO in sickbay

TO Calma says:
		 ::feels a third body in the room:: Mutters: Someone's here..

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		:: notes Slaver class, thinks " We should be able to take her..."  ::

XO Terrance says:
		 CTO: Return fire on that frigate, full spread

CNS Zhaan says:
		 :: Before initiating meld, taps Comm badge :: *XO * : Sir, I am in SB and initiating a 
mindmeld on the FCO

SO Ikari says:
		 CEO: checking, the controls are a little unfamiliar.

CTO Riker says: 
		XO: aye sir

Lt. Commander Braun says:
		 :: turns the Pharaoh around for a better attack angle ::

CTO Riker says:
		 :: fires ::

XO Terrance says: 
		*CNS*: Proceed with caution Aeryn, but save his life

(TO) EMH says:
		::has finished healing the left hand, moves to the right::

FCO Davis says:
		 ::since he's not totally Betazoid, gets pulled back to his body due to the fact that he 
can't hold it anymore::

CNS Zhaan says: 
		*XO* : Aye sir

Host Grom says: 
		@Johnny: my investments will payoff... let me check my accounts!

CNS Zhaan says:
		 :: reaches to the FCO's life force ::

TO Calma says:
		::dislodges his spirit and sees Davis' spirit whoosh back to his body:: Self: Weird.. 
another one..

Lt. Commander Braun says:
		 :: initiates a strafing run, giving a bigger target for the CTO ::

Host Grom says: 
		@ ALL: OOOFFF! :: as a fist slams into him::

XO Terrance says: 
		*Orion Slaver*: Back off Mister or you'll wish you'd attacked a freighter

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO: Aft shields appear to be holding sir.

Johnny D. says: 
		@Grom: Listen, sleazebag... I don't give a care about your investments. All I care 
about is my money! Get that through your thick Ferengi skull!

Host Grom says: 
		ACTION: THE SLAVER COMES ABOUT FOR ANOTHER PASS

XO Terrance says:
		CTO: I thought I asked you to get rid of that slaver?

CO Von Krieg says:
		 ::braces for weapons impact::

(TO) EMH says:
		::finishes the right hand, begins working the arm::

CNS Zhaan says:
		:: Feels the FCO's life force and boosts it with her own ::

OPS Fowler says:
		::Holding on trying to keep her seat::

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		:: whips the Pharaoh around before the frigate can get a bearing ::

CNS Zhaan says: 
		:: forehead creased :: ~~~Mr.Davis ~~~

XO Terrance says:
		 *COM*: Orion Slaver, you've seen what we've done to you, now back off and we'll let 
you go  ::thinks, you'd be an idiot to believe that::

(TO) EMH says:
		::notices a surge in all lifesigns on his tricorder, but not enough to regain 
consciousness::

CO Von Krieg says: 
		CTO: Disable that warship. Quantum torpedoes, full spread.

Johnny D. says: 
		@::sighs:: Grom: Well, I guess it's true what they say...

FCO Davis says: 
		~~~:: somewhat happy:: Counselor ? ~~~

OPS Fowler says: 
		::Looks at the XO with an eyebrow raised. Then turns her attention back to her 
station::

CTO Riker says: 
		CO: aye sir

CTO Riker says: 
		:: fires ::

Host Grom says: 
		ACTION: THE DAMAGED SHIP RE-CLOAKS

XO Terrance says: 
		*COM*: Orion Slaver, you were warned.

CNS Zhaan says: 
		~~~ Mr. Davis, you will be fine, stay with me ~~~

Lt. Commander Braun says:
		 :: comes under the hull of the frigate, giving tactical the biggest opportunity to fire 
on her engineering sections ::

XO Terrance says: 
		CSO:  Keep an eye out for that frigate, now where is that limo?

TO Calma says:
		::reenters ethereal and sees the two, painfully bright:: ~~~what's going on?~~~

Johnny D. says: 
		@Grom: The only good Ferengi... ::takes Grom's fingers::

CSO Fist says: 
		::paints the ship on sensors and sends to tactical::

XO Terrance says: 
		CO: Permission to lead an AT to that limo?

Johnny D. says: 
		@Grom: ...is a broke Ferengi. ::breaks Grom's fingers::

FCO Davis says: 
		~~~... yes.. okay~~~

Host Grom says: 
		@ Johnny: NO!

CO Von Krieg says: 
		::looks puzzled:: 

Host Grom says: 
		@ ALL: howls in pain::

(TO) EMH says:
		::completes work on the right arm, moves back around to the left arm, and starts on 
the torso::

CO Von Krieg says: 
		XO: Granted.  I'm looking forward to reading your report on this.

XO Terrance says: 
		CO: Thank you Sir

XO Terrance says: 
		Team: Jakob, Nancy, your with me

CTO Riker says: 
		CO: request permission to be part of AT

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		:: secures the helm to a junior officer ::

XO Terrance says: 
		::walks to the TL::

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		:: follows XO and OPS ::

CO Von Krieg says:
		 CTO: Are you free of prohibited devices?

Johnny D. says: 
		@::sits down and watches Grom howl in pain::

OPS Fowler says: 
		::Secures board and follows Braun and Terrance::

CTO Riker says: 
		CO: yes sir 

CNS Zhaan says: 
		~~~ Mr. Davis, do you recall what happened ?~~~

CO Von Krieg says:
		 ::looks him in the eyes:: CTO: Granted.

SO Ikari says: 
		CEO: Need me here still?

TO Calma says:
		~~~CNS: you can do this too?~~~

CTO Riker says:
		 :: appears with XO ::

CEO Starks says
		: SO: looks like your free to take the main Science station

CO Von Krieg says:
		 ::settles into big chair::

XO Terrance says:
		 ::enters TR and grabs phaser::

FCO Davis says:
		 ~~~ Unfortunately I can control this, you do not have to speak with me as if I am in a 
hypnotic state, I... practice to much. Yes I recalled what happened, I can guess it's going to hurt ~~~

CNS Zhaan says: 
		~~~ Malta  yes, I am trying to help him heal. Help if you can ~~~

SO Ikari says:
		 CEO: Not quite, the FC station has been rerouted, so it's either here or OPS actually.

Lt. Commander Braun says:
		 :: grabs equipment necessary for an AT ::

XO Terrance says: 
		::also secures a phaser rifle::

TO Calma says:
		~~~CNS: Alright. ::begins thinking of ways to help:: ~~~

CNS Zhaan says: 
		~~~ Mr. Davis, I have your pain for now, so do not fight me please ~~~

OPS Fowler says:
		 ::Grabs tricorder, phaser and med kit. Hands the others a med kit also::

CO Von Krieg says:
		 ::speaks to crewman at TAC::<Crewman> Continue scanning for threat vessels. 
Maintain red alert.

CEO Starks says: 
		SO: re-route science to damage control

XO Terrance says: 
		Braun: Jakob, let's get our money back.   Nancy, Mr Riker, you two are just there to 
force them to surrender, this is a little personal

(TO) EMH says:
		Self: That really had to hurt, plasma burns are covering his torso.. ::winces::

CTO Riker says:
		 :: takes  what stuff he will  need ::

Johnny D. says: 
		@Pilot: By the way, raise the shields in case those Starfleet jerks try to beam over.  
Or if our good friend here... ::points to Grom:: ...tries to leave.

FCO Davis says: 
		~~~I can take care of myself, what compels you to do this?~~~

XO Terrance says: 
		TR: Energize

OPS Fowler says: 
		XO: O.K., but if you need me, ::Pats phaser:: just nod

CNS Zhaan says: 
		:: Glances at EMH :: EMH : yes they are painful :: Clenches teeth ::

Host Grom says: 
		@ ::whimpers::

SO Ikari says:
		 ::nods at CEO::  CSO: Need help with SCI II, I could reroute if needed sir.

CNS Zhaan says: 
		~~~ It is my job, Mr. Davis ~~~

CSO Fist says: 
		SO: Do it

TO Calma says:
		~~~ Concentrates as hard as he can, attempting to make as much healing chemicals 
flow through Davis' body as he can ::~~~

Johnny D. says: 
		@<Pilot> ::raises shields::

SO Ikari says:
		 ::reroutes SCI II to damage control, keeps transporter lock on AT::

FCO Davis says: 
		~~~::begins to sound aggressive, almost wishing for the CNS to stop accepting it for 
him:: It's not your job to make personal sacrifices for the wellbeing of others, let alone others you particularly hate ~~~

XO Terrance says: 
		@::appears aft of the compartment with Johnny::

CNS Zhaan says: 
		:: Concentrates, starting to sweat with the effort, wonders if it's worth it ::

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		@  :: appears aboard the ship alongside the XO, OPS, and CTO ::

Johnny D. says: 
		@::turns and sees Starfleet officers:: Self: What the -

TO Calma says:
		~~~ But it is her job to make sure everybody's in good mental health. ~~~

XO Terrance says: 
		@AT: Okay, I'll go first, cover me

OPS Fowler says: 
		@::Sees the CTO, XO and Braun. Scans with her tricorder::

Host Grom says: 
		@ XO/CDR: Mr. Andrew Mr. Jake!

Johnny D. says: 
		@::snaps at pilot:: Pilot: I thought I told you to raise shields, you moron!

XO Terrance says: 
		@::walks towards the door, pauses, raises phaser rifle, then opens the door::

FCO Davis says: 
		~~~ Let me die, I'll manage ::happy:: ~~~

CO Von Krieg says: 
		SO: Lt., do we have that model limo's shield frequencies on hand?

TO Calma says:
		finishes healing as much as he can with Aeryn in the way of Davis' head, begins 
scanning Davis' lifesigns again::

Johnny D. says: 
		@<Pilot> ::cowers:: Johnny_D: It-it was too late, sir.

CNS Zhaan says: 
		~~~ Mr. Davis, contrary to popular belief, I do not hate you, and this is part of my job. I 
will sacrifice myself for my crew ~~~

XO Terrance says: 
		@Henchmen: Put your weapons on the ground or I'll put you on the ground.  Your 
only warning

TO Calma says:
		~~~ We aren't gonna let ya die. ~~~

SO Ikari says: 
		CO:  bringing it up sir.  ::scans for shield frequencies::

Lt. Commander Braun says:
		 @:: pulls phaser out and keeps it pointed at Johnny and Grom's direction ::

XO Terrance says: 
		@Braun: Take care of our ex-manager please Jake

Johnny D. says: 
		@<henchmen> ::look at each other, sigh, and put down weapons::

Host Grom says: 
		ACTION: THE THUGS REALIZE THEY"RE OUTNUMBERED

FCO Davis says:
		 ~~~ I am aware that you will easily make a sacrifice to get me off the crew ~~~

OPS Fowler says:
		 ::Also has phaser drawn. After putting away tricorder::

CNS Zhaan says: 
		:: Pulls hard at FCO's mind ~~~ You will not die and that is an order, Ensign ~~~

XO Terrance says: 
		@::sees "Mr Big" sitting in the chair, then notices a resemblance::

Johnny D. says: 
		@Braun: Don't you point that thing at me!

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		@Grom:  Grommm?  I think you have something to tell me...?

XO Terrance says: 
		@Johnny: You're Johnny D

TO Calma says:
		~~~ ::chuckles:: Hey, I just met ya. I want to know you as well as I can before anything 
happens here. ~~~

XO Terrance says: 
		@JD: I know you boy

FCO Davis says:
		 ~~~ Telepathic order, that's one for the books ~~~

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		@::scowls:: ALL:  Who the hell is Johnny D...?

Johnny D. says: 
		@::sarcastically:: XO: Ooh, your powers of deduction are exceptional.

FCO Davis says: 
		~~~ Malta: You do not want to know me ~~~

CNS Zhaan says: 
		:: a smile flickers on her somber face ::

(TO) EMH says:
		::notices Davis' lifesigns are still insufficiently strong to regain consciousness, but 
adrenaline is rising::

Host Grom says: 
		@ ::slithers over behind the Starfleet officers

CNS Zhaan says: 
		~~~ Malta : Take care of his body please ~~~

Host Grom says:
		 @ XO: am I glad to see you

OPS Fowler says: 
		::Watches the XO and this Johnny D::

TO Calma says:
		~~~ You don't know that. I enjoy the company of anyone that can do what we do. ~~~

XO Terrance says: 
		@JD: You don't remember me?

TO Calma says:
		~~~ Alright. ~~~ ::returns to body:: EMH: Anything I can do?

Johnny D. says: 
		@::looks at XO again:: XO: Wait a minute... 

Johnny D. says:
		 I know you from someplace?

FCO Davis says: 
		~~~ ::mutters curses a bit:: ~~~

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		@Grom:  You may wish you back with him :: points to Johnny D :: after I am done with 
you.  Why did you do it Grom...?

(TO) EMH says:
		Malta: Keep him stable. His adrenal glands are letting out a lot of adrenaline; he may 
go into shock.

CNS Zhaan says: 
		EMH : Is he stabilized yet ?

XO Terrance says: 
		JD: Your one of the guys who was on Marinas Four, with Akar...

Johnny D. says: 
		@XO: Yeah, so what's it to you?

(TO) EMH says:
		CNS: If you're getting him angry, I wouldn't advise it. Adrenaline's rising and that's 
generally not good in an unconscious man.

XO Terrance says: 
		JD: I thought we killed all of you?

Host Grom says: 
		@ BRAUN: Mr. Jake, I had to... I would have asked, but you were both gone

CNS Zhaan says:
		 ~~~ Laughs in FCO's mind, brilliant sparkles of laughter filling his mind and soothing 
him ::

SO Ikari says: 
		CO: The shield's frequency should be on that PADD that Cmdr Braun gave me..  
::looking around::

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		@Grom:  Grom...?  You are not telling me everything...

(TO) EMH says:
		 ::grabs a hypospray to try to calm the FCO's body::

Johnny D. says: 
		@XO: All except for me.

FCO Davis says: 
		~~~::using telekinesis, forces a fallen tricorder to come sliding across the room and 
trip the CNS::~~~

CSO Fist says: 
		::tosses PADD to SO::

Host Grom says: 
		@ BRAUN: my mother needed an operation... I invested the money to pay you 
back, and pay for her

XO Terrance says: 
		@JD: You all killed forty of my boys.  Well, it's time to finish what I started ten years 
ago...

TO Calma says:
		 Self: Dammit. ~~~ ::exits body:: What are you doing?! ~~~

XO Terrance says: 
		@::raises phaser rifle::

Host Grom says: 
		@ BRAUN: then I lost it, so I borrowed money from him. :: points at Johnny::

CNS Zhaan says:
		 :: retains meld, kicks the tricorder away ::

Johnny D. says: 
		@::backs off:: XO: Hey, pally... don't do anything you'll regret!

FCO Davis says: 
		~~~ ::mimics:: What we do, Malta ~~~

Johnny D. says: 
		@XO: Listen, I've got information... stuff you can use!

CO Von Krieg says: 
		SO: How many life signs are on that ship?

SO Ikari says: 
		::barely catches PADD::  CSO: Thanks sir.  ::enters frequency into data file on 
computer:: CO: I'm sending the info to your console sir.

TO Calma says:
		~~~ Don't mess with bodies that don't have souls within. ~~~

XO Terrance says: 
		@JD: I ain’t your pal, and I have a one track mind, I act, then think about 
consequences later.  I hope you have your affairs in order

XO Terrance says: 
		@::finger moves to the trigger::

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		@:: shakes head :: Grom:  Don't you know that we would have been happy to help 
out you and your mother... if you would have just asked...

Johnny D. says: 
		@XO: Hey, man... don't do it!  It-it'll end your career!

SO Ikari says: 
		CO: That information is at SCI I sir.  ::looks over to Daven::

Host Grom says:
		 @ BRAUN: I invested that in Klingon mineral futures... Please, let me check 
my accounts... 

OPS Fowler says:
		@ ::Keeps an eye on Terrance::

Johnny D. says: 
		@Henchmen: Help me out, guys!

Host Grom says: 
		@ Braun: yes Mr. Jake, but there wasn't time!

FCO Davis says: 
		~~~ I suppose you wrote the book and this. ::turns:: Counselor, if I die, it won't 
affect... my plan ~~~

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		@:: sighs :: Grom:  Very well... check your accounts...

XO Terrance says: 
		@JD: They won't help you, besides, these people will all say I was firing in self 
defense

Johnny D. says: 
		@<henchmen>: ::look at JD pleadingly, but don't move::

OPS Fowler says: 
		@::Moves closer to the XO::

TO Calma says:
		~~~ I've spent 40 years mastering this. ~~~

Host Grom says:
		 :: pulls out a finance PADD and punches some buttons::

Johnny D. says: 
		@::backs away slowly, then runs for TL::

Host Grom says: 
		@ ALL: oww! ::gives Johnny a dirty look::

FCO Davis says: 
		~~~ ::thinks privately; I'll just come again using another.. body, they have no idea:: 
Malta, you wouldn't have a clue ~~~

CNS Zhaan says:
		 :: shuts out all voices and concentrates on healing FCO ::

(TO) EMH says:
		::sees Malta unmoving, so grabs the hypo and injects it into Davis' body::

XO Terrance says: 
		@JD: One more thing, say hello to Akar for me, I think he should be about roasted in 
hell now!!

TO Calma says:
		~~~ You have no idea what I can do, boy. ~~~

SO Ikari says: 
		CO: I'm reading 11 life signs sir.

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		@:: wonders what is going on with the XO and Johnny D ::

Johnny D. says: 
		@::ignores XO and continues sprinting down corridor:: Self: Almost there...

XO Terrance says: 
		@::runs after him shouting::  There's no escape!

XO Terrance says: 
		@::fires, wide beam::

FCO Davis says: 
		~~~ Boy? ::laughs:: I've been around longer than one might...  think ~~~

Host Grom says: 
		@ :: smiles a huge smile:: Self: ah, always trust the river of commerce.

CO Von Krieg says: 
		: Can we beam them to a cargo bay? Deactivate any weapons they might have in 
transport?

TO Calma says:
		~~~ How old are you? ~~~

Johnny D. says: 
		@::vaporizes just before entering TL::

CEO Starks says: 
		CO: I'll be in main engineering assisting the crewmen with the aft sheild repairs sir

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		@Grom:  Well...?

CO Von Krieg says:
		 ::nods::

OPS Fowler says:
		 @::Has phaser on the henchmen while the XO runs after Johnny D::

CNS Zhaan says: 
		:: Shouts in her head :: ~~~ Stop it ! Malta, as you were ! ~~~

FCO Davis says: 
		~~~ ::privately; with this body...:: Oh about 29 years, ::privately; with this body.. he he:: 
~~~
XO Terrance says: 
		@::checks phaser, then says to OPS, who is standing beside him::  OPS: Oops 
Nancy, I thought I had that set on stun

CSO Fist says: 
		CO: Their shields are still up

Host Grom says: 
		@Braun: Mr. Jake, it's all here, give me your thumb print to transfer back to 
your account. 

XO Terrance says: 
		@::turns and walks back to Grom::

SO Ikari says: 
		CSO: We could always try to disable them, sir.

Host Grom says:
		 @:: hands Braun the PADD::

Henchmen says:
		 @::wince as they see their boss vaporized::

CSO Fist says: 
		: Aye ::looks to Tactical::

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		@;; hesitates :: Grom:  All of it...!  And you give me the account of your mother 
medical bills and I will handle payment... otherwise you will see a Klingon penal colony... understood...?

TO Calma says: 
		 ~~~107. I discovered this ability at age 14. ::turns to CNS:: It seems he wants to die.. 
but if I've heard right, that won't matter. Bodies seem to mean nothing to him. ~~~

XO Terrance says: 
		@Braun: Jake, well, what does Grom have to say for himself?

XO Terrance says: 
		@::deactivates phaser rifle::

CNS Zhaan says: 
		:: Shuts out voices again ::

SO Ikari says: 
		::turns to TAC:: CSO: why is there no one running TAC?
		
OPS Fowler says: 
		XO: Let me check your phaser, please

Lt. Commander Braun says: 
		@:: authorizes payment ::

CO Von Krieg says: 
		TAC Crewman:  Take out their shields.  Minimal force.  Let's force the issue.

Host Grom says: 
		********* END MISSION********









